


AT THE TIME OF

                  GIANTS
Colin

There are experiences that cannot be forgotten especially when it concerns a lost golden
age. There are times of the earth that were splendid beauties, civilisations where greatness
was measured in realizations and in gigantic sizes and that goes for the  humans as much as
the extraterrestrial creators.

In 2003, I had received a text regarding extraterrestrial beings who had to intervene in our
solar system after a series of disasters that had begun to affect greatly their world as they
were of such great extent. According to them, their world was threatened of a definite decline
if the perturbations coming from numerous wars in this system and the use of destructive
arms at the planetary scale would not cease.

                                                       ____________________

Here is an extract of the story of an extraterrestrial entity called Naja contained in my text
'Our creators, the extraterrestrials' available free of charge with this link:

http://www.music-close-to-silence.net/our_creators.pdf

Naja (page 7)

Up to the day, when around two hundred thousand years ago, your world along with its
planets  entered  in  contact  with  ours.  Two  levels  of  frequencies,  two  densities  that  were
ignoring each other until some waves of opposite force came to disrupt our civilization. In our
evolution,  in  wanting  to  control  the  ill-fated  influences  in  provenance  from  the  exterior
universe, we had created an empire highly stable but also highly refined. Without wanting to,
we had become highly particularized, therefore fragile to the opposite unknown. We were,
excuse the comparison, like your animals locked in permanence in buildings that you make
totally artificial, unable to survive in the exterior. It is the acknowledgment that we make today,
but  at  that  time  it  was  perceived  as  a  sudden  aggression,  unexpected  and  especially
negative.

My original world,  a splendor of our galaxy,  my pride, was in decadence because of a
backward world. Why was this encounter needed between two universes in antipodes? Some
waves of low frequencies started to surge on our civilization and our resplendent light emptied
itself of its essence. Can you imagine two worlds in extreme opposite that interpenetrate each
other in being subjected to the shock of this divergence too big?

http://www.music-close-to-silence.net/our_creators.pdf


Your solar system started to draw the energy from our universe. Because, at first, of some
holes, some empty spaces provoked by nuclear explosions that would draw all the energies
around.  Then,  by some immense imbalances created a long time ago by the destructive
behaviour of many races including the martians. This is comparable to standing near a being
highly depressive who will end up by draining you of your positive energy. The opposites fill
each other mutually. And if they are at the extreme opposite of the pendulum, the shock can
be catastrophic.

My world of origin was far and at the same time very near yours. The distances are relative
to your understanding. A pain to your foot affects instantly your whole organism. This only
takes one fraction of time barely measurable to provoke a reaction coming from your brain
which is still at the other end of your universe. It is the same in the entire universe which is a
divine body in formation.

I lived more than two hundred thousand years in that idyllic universe before... your world
came  in  collision  with  ours.  With  the  interpenetration  of  our  two  worlds,  more  than  two
hundred thousand years ago, some unpredictable vibrations, some shock waves disturbed
and devastated our universe. At first it was perceived as a calamity, endangering even our
civilization. It was during that troubled period that I started to travel through your universe to
understand the problem and look for some solutions.

It isn’t rare that certain implantations of races on young planets turn badly and make their
world sterile. The confines of the universe serve to experiment, to try some new prototypes
with all the risks that this involves. Even if a new form of life seems promising and has passed
all the tests of viability in a laboratory, it remains the ultimate trial of the natural environment
where it will be transplanted. Even if we use currents of growth to stimulate the progressive
consciousness, it can happen that a species degenerates. This can go as far as its complete
self-destruction and also the destruction of its immediate environment. This choice will  be
respected. But if this cancellation implies a vaster entirety, it is at that moment that the elders
decree a circumscription limiting the damages.

Your world was in the past the cause of many troubles. Before Earth, before Mars, before
Jupiter, before Saturn, before Uranus; all these worlds issued from your sun have sheltered
life,  consciousness.  In  the resemblance of  the first  source,  each star  engenders planets,
which in moving away from it are apt to receive some forms of life that are more and more
dense in matter and rare in energy. The position of each planet in space, in relation to the
sun, is the first condition that particularizes its inhabitants. 

Therefore, one race has degenerated from one planet to the other to reach a culminating
point on Mars. One planet was destroyed by some clumsy actions and Mars came close to
being submitted to the same fate. The inhabitants of Mars rapidly destroyed almost all of its
environment  and  now coveted  the  richness  of  the  earth.  So  much  violence,  pillage  and
destruction provoking only desolation, death and chaos. How far could this chain reaction go?

 Our organism was affected by certain low frequencies, slowing down our time of reaction,
our  consciousness itself.  It  was like we  were  invaded by a state  of  torpor.  Our  gestures
deriving from our thoughts, collapsed into a paralyzing heaviness. To better understand us,
it’s like, if from one day to the next, an exterior element came to slow down your cardiac rythm
and your respiratory rythm in a significative manner. Your whole metabolism, your vital rythm



itself and your whole civilization which derive from it, would be turned upside down. The chain
perturbations would be uncontrollable. This is what happened to our world.

                                                     ____________________

Colin

The content of this last paragraph concerning the effects of low frequencies on bodies was
incomprehensible at the time I had received that text. It was only recently, while reading on
the possible effects of environmental changes on the organism, that I really understood their
meaning. Starting from these discoveries and new reflections that ensued, I asked Naja to
talk about this fabulous period where the conditions of the earth favored the proliferation of
giants. It is up to you to either see only a pretty fable or a chapter of our real history.

Naja  

During a more or less long period situated before the last 200 thousand years of your
calendar, a team of collaborators had reorganized your planetary system so that it was again
viable according to the fundamental mecanisms of the universe. A new implantation of plant
life, more conducive to the evolution, followed with a new range of animals guarantor of a
secure environment were deposited on earth. About a little more than 150 thousand years
ago of  your  calendar,  other  collaborators  brought  at  last  a  first  humanoid  race;  meaning
capable of prolonging itself individually (reincarnate) and create a civilisation. I will not tell the
story of this first race that you call cro-magnon nor its destiny because I have already done it
in other writings. I will  only mention that, after many millenniums, it did not fulfill  really its
original mission and degenerated slowly to the despair of their creators. 

It is while facing this partial failure that I decided to intervene personally on this planet. I
reached an agreement with a team of geneticists that worked at that moment on the creation
of a new humanoid prototype more performing than what was done before. We would bring a
certain number of these specimens on earth with the intention of testing them down here even
if  they  had  not  undergone  all  the  usual  recommended  tests.  It  meant  going  against
instructions in force at that time but I  put forward that there was an urgency to save our
civilisation. I was blinding myself a little from the truth because the urgency was already far
behind us. 

Therefore, about 35 thousand years ago, when I arrived on this blue planet with all my
team,  I  was  bringing  also  a  population  of  more  than  two  thousand  humanoids  created
carefully in our laboratories. This race was somewhat tested in an environment similar to
earth but had not undergone all the usual recommended tests in this instance. The reason for
these derogations was always the urgency of the situation, our civilisation was in peril. We
had the hope of raising the vibratory rate of this planet that you call earth which had become,
with time, hostile at first sight. All ulterior attempts to develop a healthy and evolved life down
here had more or less failed. I will not tell here the whole story of your planet before its last
two  hundred thousand years  even if  it  would  be possible  for  me to  have access to  this
information. My real implication in this sector does not go further. We then had to reorganize
again the plant, animal and then humanoid reigns. This included the elimination with regret of



species or units harmful in these three reigns.

We intended to create, with this new humanoid race brought, a great civilisation that would
spread with time on all emerged continents of that period. All directors and representatives
capable of occupying key positions were issued of my original  race that  counted a great
number  of  giants;  meaning  1/3  to  three  times  taller  than  humanoids  brought.  Many
interspecies breeding between my pure race and other extraterrestrial races had created this
large diversity of sizes. The size gave an indication on the original purity compared to the
founder race and the skin more or less bluish was a sign of high lineage, potential nobility.
The size and colour imposed respect naturally towards all the remnant peoples of ancient
colonisations  still  present  on  earth.  Being  a  lot  taller  than  the  average  gave  also  an
assurance, a dignity and a physical superiority which we could not abuse.

In my world of origin, the big size was devolved mainly to leaders and had prevailed for a
long time as an undeniable advantage. But  it  had played against  us when uncontrollable
waves of low frequencies, inharmonious energies came to slow down our whole metabolism,
our pace including even the rhythm of life.  It is the tallest that were affected first.

In my world of frequency, I was endowed with the faculty of being able easily to transform
myself  in  the  creature  that  I  wanted  according  to  circumstances.  But  my  usual  dailly
appearance was of a biped being of the reptilian family with blue skin and six fingers in hands
and feet. This faculty of being able to transform myself at will was an acquired attribute by my
ancestors and transmitted in my genes; privilege of a certain number of my congeners who
belonged  to  a  caste  of  leaders  or  at  least  to  wise  beings  mandated  to  harmonize  the
components of our civilisation. Nevertheless, I  was using mainly this attribute when I was
called to intervene on other planets to resolve local conflicts. An official request from residents
was  necessary  for  my  intervention  except,  of  course,  if  there  was  an  overflow  outside
immediate borders of the planet. I played for a long time the role of a mediator and also one
who harmonizes between the differences. I took the appearance of a being who could best
put at  ease and reassure the inhabitants of  a place in order to  better  intervene and find
solutions.

When I came on earth more than 30 thousand years ago, I had to lower my frequencies to
live in a more dense body, capable of functioning in this more materialistic world. My original
world is not only elsewhere in another part of the universe but it is also at another level of
frequency  compared  with  the  one  of  your  planetary  system.  I  then  could  keep  certain
attributes of my evolution but not the one to be able to transform at will or at least not directly.
I could only induce in the mental of the other another appearance. To explain a little in what
this consisted of, it is to create in its own mental an image of the wanted appearance, to
integrate it in the whole body and then impose it to the mental of the other by altering the
connections between his senses and brain. This does not affect in anything his perceptions
from the rest of the universe. Like all faculty or talent, it is neutral at the point of departure. It's
what everyone does with it that gives it a positive or negative intention. Numerous isolated
races on different planets are not used to be around other beings with  marqued physical
differences. They have instinctive worries and often even agressive reactions towards all that
they do not understand according to their restricted criteria.  Induce another appearance in
the brain of the other turns out sometimes the only solution to explore incognito a world in
depth or the only pacific protection when we do not want to use, in extremis, arms of defense.



From my part, I privileged on earth a physical size one third greater approximately than the
new earthlings that were under my supervision so that there would be a certain respect and
that it would generate a durable influence on them. In a first contact and then in a long term
relationship, the impressive size, the physical stature have always had their impact. But the
physical magnitude must be accompanied with an interior magnitude, a high morality and a
devotion without flaw. It is sure that a certain pride and even sometimes an arrogance can
accompany this size. But it is to each one to make it so that this privilege from ancestors
cannot be an element to impose themselves by force or any other form of stress.

This last humanoid race created by us and brought on earth had an average height of 7 to
9 feet and could live for approximately 800 years because the conditions of the earth were
favourable to a large size and a long life. These two characteristics are of course exceptional
only in comparison to the actual time. Animals also measured in fact, on average, double the
height that would possess their descendants. The oxygen level in a more elevated air, the
axis of the earth less inclined and its rotation lightly faster favoured all  these conditions. I
stayed myself with this superior size during many thousands of years before losing voluntarily
this particularity and take the size devolved to simple earthlings.  

 
So, during a long period, a great size was the synonym of greatness of evolution and

imposed respect due to the role of leader, wise advisor that was often attributed to them. It
was also an image that we could describe as paternalistic. It is difficult to describe how we
were perceived by populations.  But,  from our viewpoint,  we would  perceive ourselves as
adults in front of children. We were full of tenderness and compassion towards the human
gender but not devoid of a certain rigor and authority. The image of the loving but firm father
when it means respect of common laws is quite accurate. A more colossal body would allow
also to impose order, calm belligerent opponents in conflicts and protect also the weakest
against potential exterior agressions. There is a distant memory to most earthlings that a big
size was at the origin synonymus of immortal leaders with considerable knowledge.

After a few millenniums, the last humanoid race also fell in decline. First, the longevity of
approximately  800  years  turned  out  miserably  because  after  200  years,  their  organism
became  lethargic  even  with  exterior  stimulations.  The  majority  of  its  members  became
amorphous, unable to normal reactions up to even being non functional. That required a lot of
time and enormous work from youngsters to take care of that part of the aging population that
had become very dependent. Then, many attemps of genetic manipulations were done to
reduce the general  life expectancy.  Two hundred years maximum of existence became a
satisfying compromise. The planet earth seemed to dictate its laws. The behaviour of citizens
of big cities surrounding residences of the elite, the cultural  buildings and the commercial
places were, overall, of a significant level. But the more we would move away from these
centers, the more the environment conditions or life were rough. Naturally, the interrelations
between individuals for  survival  were  tense.  There were  problems of  sectarianism, social
inequality, power struggle. It had become impossible, my representatives and myself, to keep
control always on a more and more vast territory. I had this vague impression that no matter
what we would do, this planet had a fatal aura. 

Then, one day, approximately 10 thousand years after our arrival, to retrieve the situation,
an extraterrestrial race known by us for a long time came to help us  raise the earthly race
that you call homosapian, in decline.That race was yet bigger in size than us, the established
leaders. With its skin very white and its red hair, it came to impose itself on earth displaying a



great physical and moral superiority.  In itself,  they were very strong and proud beings but
maybe a little arrogant also. They knew just the same to create great respectable civilisations
admired by all. Native of a planet of our confederation, they had offered generously to raise
the vibratory level of the earth that was always suffering from a heavy troubled past. As I
already said,  from my part,  I  have only known mainly the history of the last two hundred
thousand  years  of  that  solar  system  and  was  implicated  more  or  less  in  two  principal
transplantations  of  humanoids.  I  do  not  doubt  that  there  were  many  other  attempts  of
colonization of this new world before, such as I was able to read it briefly in the archives.

Upon  arrival  on  earth,  it  was  already  announced  and  expected  that  the  latter  would
undergo an imbalance of  its  axis  which  would  result  in  great  disasters approximately  15
thousand years later. I have forgotten the precise date but it was known at that time. It is
difficult to explain but with all the undergone upheavals in this planetary system, the earth had
not recovered from a violent shock that had led to the weakening of its axis. The inhabitants
of the planet mars were mostly responsible. Every 15 thousand years, a cyclic unbalance
would happen at the time certain cosmic forces were coming into play. We could have, up to
a certain point, solved the problem but high-level authorities had declared to let the planet in
that precarious state. They justified themselves by saying that this would help purify the earth
in the case of another failure from our part.  The concerns of a new vibratory decadence
engendered by all forms of lives on earth stayed a major preoccupation. Then, in preparation
of this event, when the sandglass was almost empty, several peoples immigrated towards
safer lands, far from oceans, geological faults or too sensitive volcanoes.

A series of tremors of more and more strength occurred that went  as far as make us
vascillate on our legs before the great disturbance. The air was full of electricity and an odor
of ozone was giving us nausea. From my part, I took refuge with my loyal collaborators in
Egypt which was, at that time, a safe territory, verdant and full of promises. When the ultimate
catastrophe occurred at last, in a few days, numerous islands were devastated by tsunamis or
downright forever engulfed. Many coasts disappeared also while new lands emerged. But it
was  only  the  beginnng  of  a  long  journey  because  the  implications  were  immense.  The
atmospheric perturbationss lasted hundreds of years bringing a hostile climate; torrential rain,
drought, horrifying storm. It was a very difficult period for all races living on earth. An ordeal
that seemed never to end.

Even the orbit of the earth was chaotic over a long period. Its inevitable slowdown that
followed brought changes that affected intimately all living organisms. It was the beginning of
the decline of many animal and human races starting with the one of giants. The earth had its
atmosphere  so  upset  that  it  lost  part  of  its  primary qualities  including  the  lowering  of  its
oxygen  level.  This  led  to  the decline of  all  giant  beings;  whether  it  is  plants,  animals or
humanoids. Quite rapidly, the tallest humanoids were condemned to the incapacity to work,
think normally.  At first it was the oxygenation of lungs that was impoverished leading to a
slowdown of the whole system of the heart therefore including the blood circulation in the
whole body. Their moves became awkward, clumsy to the point of hardly being able to move.
The brain, badly oxygenated, caused them headaches and constant vertigo. This played on
their moods that became irascible and unpredictable. A certain stupor settled down at first on
the weakest then, with time, on the whole of the race. The inner intelligence and the ancestral
knowledge of giants were affected greatly as far as being lost completely.



The earth as a paradise of diversified and marvelous flora and fauna was now only a
confused  souvenir.  We  forget  too  often  that  the  characteristics  of  living  organisms  are
tributary of a complex symbiosis with its environment sometimes stable, sometimes so fragile.
Gigantism had been favoured and maintained by natural causes of which many had no idea
whatsover of this or simply had underestimated their importance.

 
Me, I had expected this drama not long before the catastrophe and I had succeeded in

integrating a smaller and more resistent body to climatic changes. At that time, I did not have
the faculty anymore of prolonging indefinitely in the same body as in the first days of my
arrival on earth but I was forced to transmigrate from a body to another while however not
losing track of my conscience. But this happened later on. Many of us had taken the care of
transporting their archives and technologies in safe places for future generations. But, there
was only a part of this theorectical knowledge and practice which survived up until now. The
extent of unexpected perturbations on such a long period was the cause of its destruction.

The repercussions on the planet kept on aggravating. Most of the plants became rachitic
including  those  that  fed  humans.  The  crops  were  now very  poor  and  uncertain.  Among
animals  that  did  not  survive,  the  last  few  dinosaurs  of  great  sizes  still  living  eliminated
themselves. The most dangerous for our race had been eliminated well  before, upon our
arrival. I do not go into detail on this subject because it would contradict the dates of your
experts. But what I want to say is that the references of time of your scientifics should be a lot
shorter. I had also warned the leaders of the giant people of the involved risks but I was not
really taken seriously except by a few. Unfortunately, the pride of many contributed to their
loss. 

The more years passed, the more humans were discouraged from not seeing the end of
this chaotic and unpredictable climate that made life conditions so difficult. Most could only
talk about survival. The majority of people living on this deteriorated planet on such a long
period was only considering the future with pessimism. The leading elite that subsisted with
great  difficulty  and possessed only  a  part  of  knowledge of  our  ancestors  could  not  stay
insensitive  to  their  repeated  complaints.  A  major  solution  was  required  by  populations
because they still had an outdated perception that the great of this world possessed divine
illimited  powers.  Unfortunately,  our  technicians  capable  to  maintain  and  make  work  our
technological  devices  were  decimated  and  their  knowledge  was  greatly  lost  through  the
centuries.  It  was  still  decided  to  embark  on  a  colossal  project  but  jointly  with  a  third
extraterrestrial caring race that possessed the missing technology.

The  solution  of  great  extent  that  was  proposed  and  accepted  by  all  consisted  in  the
construction of a series of pyramids throughout the world along the particular belt located on
sensitive veins of the planet. Their roles would be to capt energy currents of the cosmos,
concentrate them and direct them to the heart of the earth and this way, stabilize its axis by
their  strategic  positions.  It  was  already  known  and  planned  by  our  scientists  that  in  15
thousand years approximately, the axis of the earth would undergo the same upheaval.

It was really the role of pyramids at their origin to capture cosmic energies present in the
ambient air to concentrate and instill them into the veins of the earth and this way stabilize it
rapidly and for a long time. It is certain that we have included also in their structures a part of
our knowledge and a message, a warning of a possible episodic catastrophe caused by the
displacement of magnetic poles. All rotation in angle not perfectly vertical, as a spinning top



that starts to incline more and more before falling over, the earth had undergone many falls of
that kind in the past. This belt of pyramids (gigantic condensator of energy) were built with a
system of anti-gravitational repulsion that allowed to end the project in a few years. A simple
device that we could hold in our hands sufficed to cancel the weight of the blocks and be
displaced at  will.  Another  device  made its  contours  melt  lightly  for  a  perfect  adjustment.
Whole mountains were cut and rebuilt while respecting the original location of blocks for a
better efficiency. Some had an exterior covering that let  the energy pass but retained it by its
internal face. Others had in their center, a condensator quite complex provided with a sort of
diamond with many facets. Even with the available technology, this project mobilized several
people and was yet titanic for the era. 

The climate could at last begin to stabilize and give back hope to populations. Though, the
damages already done by nature and to beings, especiallly giants, were well concrete. It is
those last ones that lost most in this catastrophe. The giants that survived at first without too
many aftereffects it is those issued from direct crossing with humans brought on earth 15
thousand years ago. Nevertheless, their physical and psychological states had absorbed a
hard blow. With the passing of centuries and especially with the new climatic conditions, the
whole of giants denegerated at the point of becoming peoples more and more belligerent with
agressive reactions because of their slowness to understand the situation and accept new
limited  capacities.  Many  populations  of  size  lightly  superior  compared  to  the  one  today
prospered again but their descendants, by force of nature, shrunk progressively. The last real
giants, unable to adjust, easily irascible became antisocial and solitary by the force of things.
They even could fly into murderous rages followed by cannibalism for some. The latter are
ogres of your legends, the sad weakened survivors of a race of giants from a splendid and
glorious origin. 

I  lived through so many ages where I  saw deploy growing civilisations,  advanced and
prosperous and then was a witness to their inevitable declines. The giants on earth, starting
with me who had only a third greater that the majority of terrestrials up to those who had from
three to five times my height, have coexisted during a long period with a mutual respect and
the appreciation of qualities unique to each. The size was for a long time synonym of a great
intelligence doubled with an indeniable physical strength. The one that was endowed with it
had to make himself worthy by using his attributes for the good of all. In great capacity, there
is great responsibility. But the memory of all this was lost throughout the passing of time. It
only leaves from this grandiose period only gigantic monuments and the souvenir that outside
a certain physical force, the former giants were only clumsy heaviness and bad temper. 

It is one of my souvenirs that is the most vivid in my memory. I have inhabited and known
the earth in only its period of its last thirty-five thousand years. What has happened before the
last two hundred thousand years concern mostly exploration trips, transplantation of plants
and importations of animals by my ancestors on a period of time that is less extended than
what your researchers suggest. But I will not debate this here. I have not been informed that
there were other attempts of creating humanoid civilisations before these last two hundred
thousand years.

On the numerous planets I have visited or was implicated in along millenniums, I have
been around inconceivable forms of life to your understanding including all  possible sizes.
Certain could be considered as gigantic measurable only in kilometers and others, so tiny that
they were measurable in only millimeters; and yet endowed with intelligence capable to build



civilisations according to your criteria. Beyond appearances, know how to detect intelligence,
goodness,  evolution  of  conscience;  on  bodies,  know how to  decipher  traces  of  a  whole
history; in the eyes, know how to read the level of empathy, the recognition of the other, the
openness to differences. We recognize the certain evolution of a being by its curiosity towards
the unknown, not as a potential menace but, on the contrary,  as a chance to open up to
vaster, to grow in conscience. 

Here it is! It was part of my story as I have lived it. Another who would have attended the
same events could have told them differently according to his point of view. Many persons
that  encounter  the  same  phenomena  can  tell  versions  with  major  differences  even
contradictory. But it is the proper of humans to have a palette of perceptions so large that it
allows an individual experience very particularized. In any event, I cannot do otherwise than
transmit my real-life experience from what my senses have picked up and kept in memory. I
hope to have not given myself only a good role in this adventure. 

I would like to thank Colin who allows me to express myself with a great opening and a
great liberty of expression even if it is not always easy to use human aptitudes as they are
possible today. I hope that my testimony is useful to your comprehension of your origin and
legacy.

Colin

I have retranscribed this text as I received it from Naja without modifying it in any matter. I
did not try to make it more 'acceptable' especially from a realistic point of view according to
our actual official knowledge of our past. I repeat. It is up to you to either see a pretty fable or
a part of our true story.




